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We provide a method, based on automata theory, to mechanically prove the correctness of many nu-
meration systems based on Fibonacci numbers. With it, long case-based and induction-based proofs
of correctness can be replaced by simply constructing a regular expression (or finite automaton)
specifying the rules for valid representations, followed by a short computation. Examples of the
systems that can be handled using our technique include Brown’s lazy representation (1965), the far-
difference representation developed by Alpert (2009), and three representations proposed by Hajnal
(2023). We also provide three additional systems and prove their validity.

1 Introduction

Given an increasing sequence (sn)n≥0 of positive integers, a numeration system is a way of expressing
natural numbers as a linear combination of the sn. Many different numeration systems, such as represen-
tation in base k, or the more exotic systems based on the Fibonacci numbers, have been proposed. For
example, recall that the Fibonacci numbers, sequence A000045 in the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer
Sequences (OEIS), are defined by the recurrence Fn = Fn−1+Fn−2 for n ≥ 2 and the initial values F0 = 0,
F1 = 1. Consider writing a non-negative integer n as a sum of distinct Fibonacci numbers Fi for i ≥ 2.
Some numbers, such as 12, have only one such representation (12 = 8+ 3+ 1 = F6 +F4 +F2), while
others have many: 8 = F6 = F5 +F4 = F5 +F3 +F2.

There are two very desirable characteristics of a numeration system. First, completeness: every
natural number should have a representation. Second, unambiguity: no natural number should have
two or more different representations. These two goals are typically achieved by restricting the types of
representations that are considered valid within the system. If a system achieves both goals, we say it is
perfect. For Fibonacci representations, various perfect systems have been proposed.

Among all possible perfect systems based on Fibonacci numbers, one is particularly useful: the
Zeckendorf or greedy representation. This representation can be computed as follows: first, choose the
largest index i such that Fi ≤ n. Then the representation for n is Fi plus the (recursively-computed)
representation for n−Fi. The representation for 0 is the empty sum of 0 Fibonacci numbers. A simple
induction now shows that the greedy algorithm produces a representation for every natural number, which
is evidently unique.

This representation was originally noted by Zeckendorf, but was first published by Lekkerkerker
[12] and only later by Zeckendorf himself [20]. It was also anticipated, in much more general form, by
Ostrowski [15].

An alternative (but equivalent) definition of Zeckendorf representation is to impose a condition that
valid representations must obey. For example, we could require that a representation be valid if and only
if no two consecutive Fibonacci numbers appear in the sum.
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It is convenient to express arbitrary sums of distinct Fibonacci numbers as strings of digits over a
finite alphabet (in analogy with base-k representation). Let x = a1 · · ·at be a string (or word) made up of
integer digits. We define its value as a Fibonacci representation as follows:

[x]F := ∑
1≤i≤t

aiFt+2−i. (1)

Note that these strings are in “most-significant-digit” first format. For example, [2101]F = 2F5 +F4 +
F2 = 14.

It is also useful to define a (partial) inverse to [x]F . By (n)F we mean the binary string x such that x
is the Zeckendorf representation of n; alternatively, such that [x]F = n and x contains no occurrence of
the block 11. In what follows, we adopt this string-based point of view almost exclusively. We can think
of the condition “no occurrence of the block 11” as a rule, specifying which representations are valid,
adopted precisely to guarantee both completeness and unambiguity.

In formal language theory, a language L is a (finite or infinite) collection of strings. A rule is then
encoded by the language or set of strings that obey the rule. Completeness then becomes the assertion
that for all n there exists a string x ∈ L such that [x]F = n, while unambiguity becomes the assertion that
there do not exist distinct strings x,y ∈ L such that [x]F = [y]F . 1

Let us look at another example involving the Fibonacci numbers, one that is much less well known:
the so-called lazy representation [3]. In this system, representation as a sum of Fibonacci numbers
corresponds (via Eq. (1)) to a binary string having no occurrence of the block 00 (where leading zeros
are not even considered). Once again, this rule provides a numeration system that is both complete
and unambiguous [3]. Table 1 gives both greedy (Zeckendorf) and lazy representations for the first few
natural numbers.

n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
greedy ε 1 10 100 101 1000 1001 1010 10000 10001 10010 10100

lazy ε 1 10 11 101 110 111 1010 1011 1101 1110 1111

Table 1: Greedy and lazy Fibonacci representations.

The greedy and lazy representations are certainly not the only possible perfect numeration systems
based on the Fibonacci numbers. In fact, there are uncountably many such systems! These result from
making a choice, for all n having at least two different representations as sums of distinct Fibonacci
numbers, about which particular representation is chosen to be valid. (By a result of Robbins [17],
“most” numbers have more than one representation as a sum of distinct Fibonacci numbers.)

If we demand that the set of valid representations forms a regular language—that is, accepted by a
finite automaton; see Section 2—there are still infinitely many different systems (although only countably
many). For example, consider choosing the t’th largest possible representation for n in lexicographic
order (if there are at least t), and otherwise the lexicographically first. It will follow from results below
that, for each t ≥ 0, this choice gives a regular language Lt of valid representations.

Some natural questions then arise: given a language L encoding the “rule” a representation must
obey (such as no occurrence of the block 11, or no occurrence of the block 00), how can we determine if
the corresponding set of Fibonacci representations is complete and unambiguous? And if it is complete,

1We adopt the convention that two strings are considered to be the same if they differ only in the number of leading zeros.
Thus, for example, [100]F = [0100]F = 3 are the same representation.
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how can we efficiently find a representation for a given number n? Up to now, each new system proposed
required a new proof, often a rather tedious case-based proof by induction. In this paper we provide a
general framework for answering these questions “automatically", via an algorithm, in the case where
the language of valid representations is regular.

These ideas are capable of generalization. For example, we can also consider representations for all
integers Z, instead of just the natural numbers N. This can be achieved in two distinct ways:

• By allowing a larger digit set, say, {−1,0,1};
• By using the so-called negaFibonacci system, based on the Fibonacci numbers of negative index

F−n for n ≥ 1.

Once again, we would like a choice of valid representations that is complete and unambiguous.
In this paper we show how to decide these properties, provided that the set of valid representations

forms a regular language (which is indeed the case for all the proposed systems in the literature).
Here is an outline of the paper. In Section 2, we explain the basics of automata theory needed

to understand the rest of the paper. In Section 3, we discuss how to test completeness and ambiguity
for systems using digits 0 and 1 only. In Section 4 we discuss systems using digits −1,0,1 only. In
Section 5 we discuss representations for all integers, not just the natural numbers. In Section 6 we
discuss an entirely new type of Fibonacci representation based on dictionary order. Finally, in Section 7
we describe a few of the new Fibonacci representations we found through exhaustive search of small
automata.

2 The decision procedure and Walnut

We assume the reader is familiar with the basics of automata theory as discussed, for example, in [10].
The following particular case of a theorem of Büchi [6] (as later corrected by Bruyère et al. [5] is

our principal tool in the paper.

Theorem 1. There is a decision procedure that, given a first-order logical formula F involving natural
numbers, comparisons, automata, and addition, and no free variables, will decide the truth or falsity of
F. Furthermore, if F has free variables, the procedure constructs a DFA accepting those values of the
free variables (in Fibonacci representation) that make F evaluate to TRUE.

For more information about the specific case of the decision procedure for Fibonacci representation,
see [14].

We should explain how automata can process pairs, triples, and generally k-tuples of inputs. This

is done by replacing the input alphabet Σ with the alphabet

k times︷ ︸︸ ︷
Σ×Σ×·· ·×Σ . In other words, inputs are

k-tuples of alphabet symbols. The i’th input then corresponds to the concatenation of the i’th components
of all the k-tuples. Of course, this means that all k inputs have to have the same length; this is achieved
by padding shorter inputs, if necessary, with leading zeros.

The decision procedure of Theorem 1 has been implemented in free software called Walnut, origi-
nally created by Hamoon Mousavi [13]; also see the book [19]. We recall some of the basics of Walnut
syntax:

• eval evaluates a formula with no free variables and returns TRUE or FALSE; def defines an au-
tomaton for future use; reg defines a regular expression.

• In a regular expression, the period is an abbreviation for the entire alphabet.
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• & is logical AND, | is logical OR, => is logical implication, <=> is logical IFF, ~ denotes logical
NOT.

• A denotes ∀ (for all); E denotes ∃ (there exists).
• ?msd_fib tells Walnut to evaluate an arithmetic expression using Fibonacci representation.

We use Walnut to do the computations needed to verify that a given system is complete and unam-
biguous. For much more about Walnut, including a link to download it, visit

https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/~shallit/walnut.html .

3 Representation of natural numbers using digits 0 and 1 only

In this section we consider representations of the natural numbers by Fibonacci numbers using digits 0
and 1 only.

The first step is to find an automaton that can convert from an arbitrary Fibonacci representation to
the greedy or Zeckendorf representation. To do this we use the following simple observation:

Proposition 2. We can convert a binary string x to a Zeckendorf representation y for the same number
using the following algorithm: first append a 0 on the front, if necessary. Then scan the string from left
to right, replacing each occurrence of “ 011" successively with “ 100".

Proof. Clearly each such replacement does not change the value of [x]F . The algorithm terminates
because each replacement lowers the total number of 1’s by 1. Finally, the algorithm clearly cannot
result in two consecutive 1’s, because it introduces two consecutive 0’s, only the second of which can
later change to a 1.

We can implement this idea as a DFA C that takes two inputs in parallel, x and y, and accepts if and
only if both [x]F = [y]F and y is a valid Zeckendorf representation; that is, it contains no two consecutive
1’s. It suffices to keep track of [x′]F − [y′]F for the prefix x′ of x seen so far, and similarly for the prefix
y′ of y seen so far. Note that we assume that x and y have the same length, with the shorter of the two
prefixed by leading zeros, if necessary. We can think of this as a “converter” or “normalizer” that allows
us to turn arbitrary Fibonacci representations into Zeckendorf representations. It is depicted in Figure 1.
This automaton was given by Berstel [2] in a slightly different form. Also see [18].

Figure 1: DFA C for conversion to the Zeckendorf representation.

As an example, consider the input [0,1][1,0][1,0][1,1][0,0] to C, whose first components spell out
x = 01110 and whose second components spell out y = 10010. Starting in state 0, the automaton visits,
successively, states 1,2,0,3,0, and hence accepts—as it should, since [x]F = [y]F .

We now state one of our main results.

https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/~shallit/walnut.html
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Theorem 3. There is an algorithm that, given rules that specify which representations are valid (in the
form of a regular language L of all valid representations), will decide if the corresponding numeration
system based on the Fibonacci numbers is complete and unambiguous for N.

Proof. Using Theorem 1, it suffices to express the properties of completeness and unambiguity as a
first-order logic formula F . Once this is done, the decision algorithm can determine if F is true or false.

Completeness says every integer has a representation in L. We can express this as follows:

∀n ∃x x ∈ L ∧ [x]F = n, (2)

Unambiguity says that no integer has two distinct representations in L. We can express this as follows:

¬∃x,y ∈ L (¬equal(x,y)) ∧ [x]F = [y]F . (3)

Here equal means that x and y are the same, up to leading zeros.

Furthermore, if L is a regular language that provides a system that is complete, we can find a rep-
resentation in L for n efficiently. The first step is to represent n in Fibonacci representation, say using
the greedy algorithm. Construct a new automaton from fcanon by using two intersections. The first
intersection is with an automaton with a first component that belongs to L, while the second component
is arbitrary. The second intersection is with an automaton where the first component is arbitrary, and the
second is of the form 0∗(n)F . This gives a new automaton of O(logn) states, and it now suffices to find
any accepting path (a path from the initial state to the final state). This can be done in linear time in the
number of states using depth-first or breadth-first search. This gives us an O(logn) algorithm to find a
representation. Thus we have proved:

Theorem 4. Suppose L is a regular language. If L is complete, we can find a representation for an
integer n in O(logn) time.

Remark 5. Here we use the convention of the so-called “word RAM" model, where we assume that n
fits in a single machine word, or more generally that we can perform basic operations on integers with
O(logn) bits in unit time.

All this can be carried out mechanically with Walnut. Here all we have to do is define the language L
of valid representations (say, with a regular expression) and type in the Walnut commands corresponding
to the two logical assertions (2) and (3). We illustrate this with two examples.

The first is the lazy representation mentioned previously, and discussed first by Brown [3]. The first
step is to give a regular expression defining a valid representation in Brown’s system:

reg lazyExclude {0,1} "0*1(0|1)*00(0|1)*":
def lazy "~$lazyExclude(s)":

This gives a 4-state automaton testing the lazy criterion that is depicted in Figure 2.
We test the completeness and unambiguity for Brown’s system as follows.

reg equal {0,1} {0,1} "([0,0]|[1,1])*":
eval brown1 "?msd_fib An Es $fcanon(s,n) & $lazy(s)":
eval brown2 "?msd_fib ~En,s,t $lazy(s) & $lazy(t) & (~$equal(s,t))

& $fcanon(s,n) & $fcanon(t,n) ":

Both return TRUE. Given these results, we have now proven that the lazy representation is complete and
unambiguous.

For a second example, see the Appendix.
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0

0

11

1

20
1

Figure 2: DFA for Brown’s lazy representation.

4 Representation using digits −1, 0, and 1

We now turn to representations using digits −1, 0, and 1 in the Fibonacci system.
Recently, Hajnal [9] described three Fibonacci representations using Eq. (1) to associate a string

x = etet−1 · · ·e2 ∈ {−1,0,1}∗ with a natural number n: alternating, even, and odd. Using induction and
a case-based argument, he proved that each of these three representations is complete and unambiguous.

Using automata, we can replace his rather long arguments with our general approach. We first de-
scribe each of his systems, and show that the set of valid representations for all natural numbers is a
regular language.

The alternating representation requires a representation to fulfill four conditions:

1. the most significant nonzero term is positive,
2. two adjacent nonzero terms cannot be of the same sign,
3. two adjacent nonzero terms have at least one zero in between, and
4. if there are two or more nonzero terms, then there has to be at least two zeros between the last and

the second last nonzero terms.

We denote a number n in this representation as [n]A. For example, [9]A = 101̄001, where 1̄ is used for
−1.

For the alternating representation, we can use the following Walnut code:

reg altInclude1 {-1,0,1} "(0*|0*1.*)":
reg altExclude1 {-1,0,1} ".*(10*1|[-1]0*[-1]).*":
reg altExclude2 {-1,0,1} ".*(1[-1]|[-1]1).*":
reg altInclude2 {-1,0,1} "(0*|0*10*|.*(100+[-1]|[-1]00+1)0*)":
def alt "~$altExclude1(s) & ~$altExclude2(s) & $altInclude1(s) & $altInclude2(s)":

The result is an automaton of 12 states that checks whether an input over the alphabet {−1,0,1} is
alternating, and is illustrated in Figure 3.

The even representation requires three conditions:

1. the most significant nonzero term is positive,
2. only positions indexed with even numbers, such as e2, can have nonzero terms, and
3. two adjacent nonzero terms cannot both be −1.

We denote a number n in this representation as [n]E . For example, [14]E = 101̄0001.
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Figure 3: DFA for the alternating condition.

reg evenInclude {-1,0,1} "(0*|0*1(0[-1]|01|00)*)":
reg evenExclude {-1,0,1} ".*[-1]0*[-1].*":
def even "$evenInclude(s) & ~$evenExclude(s)":

This gives us a 5-state automaton to check the even condition, which is illustrated in Figure 4.

0

0

11
20

0, 1

3-1

4

0

1 0

Figure 4: DFA for the even condition.

The odd representation adds an epsilon term to the sum in Eq. (1), therefore associating a string
etet−1 · · ·e2ε , where ε ∈ {−1,0}, with a number n. The odd representation requires the string to meet
three conditions:

1. the most significant nonzero term is positive,
2. only positions indexed with odd numbers (such as e3) and the epsilon term are allowed to be

nonzero, and
3. two adjacent nonzero terms cannot both be −1.

We denote a number n in this representation as [n]O. For example, [14]O = 1000101̄, where 1̄ is used for
ε =−1.

We express the odd representation conditions in Walnut as follows. Notice we relax the third con-
dition (required in [9]) slightly by limiting its application to only the string etet−1 · · ·e2 without the ε

term.

reg oddInclude {-1,0,1} "(0*|0*10([-1]0|10|00)*)":
reg oddExclude {-1,0,1} ".*[-1]0*[-1].*":
def odd "$oddInclude(s) & ~$oddExclude(s)":
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0
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0, 1
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4
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1 0

Figure 5: DFA for the odd condition.

This gives us a 5-state automaton to check the odd condition, which is illustrated in Figure 5.
It now remains to use our technique to show that these representations are all complete and unam-

biguous. In order to do this, we need a “converter” automaton that can compare representations using
digits −1,0,1 to ordinary Zeckendorf representation. We can construct such an automaton based on
fcanon as follows. The idea is to use one automaton to “select” the positive digits of a representation,
another one to “select” the negative digits, and then do an (implicit) subtraction to obtain the value of the
representation.

reg posdigits {-1,0,1} {0,1} "([1,1]|[-1,0]|[0,0])*":
reg negdigits {-1,0,1} {0,1} "([-1,1]|[1,0]|[0,0])*":
def fcanon2 "?msd_fib Et,u,w,s $negdigits(x,t) & $posdigits(x,u) &

$fcanon(t,w) & $fcanon(u,s) & z+w=s":

This gives a 24-state automaton fcanon2, the analogue of fcanon, for doing the conversion.
Let us now check that the alternating representation of Hajnal is both complete and unambiguous.

reg same {-1,0,1} {-1,0,1} "([-1,-1]|[0,0]|[1,1])*":
eval altRep1 "?msd_fib An Es $fcanon2(s,n) & $alt(s)":
# evaluates to TRUE, 4 ms
eval altRep2 "?msd_fib ~En,s,t $alt(s) & $alt(t) & (~$same(s,t))

& $fcanon2(s,n) & $fcanon2(t,n)":
# evaluates to TRUE, 31 ms

Similarly, we can check the even and odd representations, as follows:

eval evenRep1 "?msd_fib An Es $fcanon2(s,n) & $even(s)":
# evaluates to TRUE, 1 ms
eval evenRep2 "?msd_fib ~En,s,t $even(s) & $even(t) & (~$same(s,t))

& $fcanon2(s,n) & $fcanon2(t,n)":
# evaluates to TRUE, 4 ms
eval oddRep1 "?msd_fib An (Es $fcanon2(s,n) & $odd(s)) |

(Et $fcanon2(t,n+1) & $odd(t))":
# evaluates to TRUE, 7 ms
eval oddRep2 "~En,s,t $odd(s) & $odd(t) & (~$same(s,t))

& $fcanon2(s,n) & $fcanon2(t,n)":
# evaluates to TRUE, 4 ms

This completes our proof that all three systems of Hajnal are complete and unambiguous.
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Remark 6. We noticed, by testing the following, that this representation is also complete if ε ∈ {1,0}
instead of ε ∈ {−1,0} as required in [9].

eval oddRep3 "?msd_fib An
(Es $fcanon2(s,n) & $odd(s)) | (Et $fcanon2(t,n-1) & $odd(t))":

# evaluates to TRUE, 4 ms

5 Representations for all integers

In this section we investigate two different ways to represent all integers (not just the natural numbers)
using Fibonacci representations.

Alpert [1] described a far-difference representation for Fibonacci numbers that writes every integer
(not just the natural numbers), with a Fibonacci numeration system using the digits −1,0,1. In Alpert’s
system, the far-difference representation requires the string to have

1. at least three zeros between any two nonzero terms of the same sign, and
2. at least two zeros between any two nonzero terms of different signs.

We use [n]A to denote a natural number in this representation: for example, [−38]A = 1̄0001̄001. One
nice feature of Alpert’s system is that it is very easy to negate an integer: all we have to do is change the
sign of each digit.2

We express the far-difference representation conditions in Walnut as follows.

reg exclude1 {-1, 0, 1} ".*([-1][-1]|[-1]0[-1]|[-1]00[-1]|11|101|1001).*":
reg exclude2 {-1, 0, 1} ".*([-1]1|1[-1]|10[-1]|[-1]01).*":
def alpert "~$exclude1(s) & ~$exclude2(s)":

This gives a 7-state automaton that checks the Alpert condition, as illustrated in Figure 6.

0

0

1

-1

2
1

30

40
5

0

60
0 1

0

-1

Figure 6: DFA for the Alpert conditions.

To check completeness and ambiguity, we have to check positive and negative integers separately.
In addition to fcanon2, we need an automaton fcanon2_neg that takes a string x over the alphabet
{−1,0,1} and a natural number n ≥ 0 as input and accepts if [x]F =−n.

2The three systems proposed by Hajnal also exhibit this property. Therefore, if we exclude the condition stating "the most
significant nonzero term is positive" from the three systems, they can be perfect representations for all integers.
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def fcanon2_neg "?msd_fib Et,u,w,s $negdigits(x,t) & $posdigits(x,u) &
$fcanon(t,w) & $fcanon(u,s) & z+s=w":

We can then prove the completeness and unambiguity of this system as follows.

eval farDiff1_pos "?msd_fib An Es $fcanon2(s,n) & $alpert(s)":
eval farDiff1_neg "?msd_fib An Es $fcanon2_neg(s,n) & $alpert(s)":
# both evaluate to TRUE, 3 ms
eval farDiff2_pos "?msd_fib ~En,s,t $alpert(s) & $alpert(t)

& (~$same(s,t)) & $fcanon2(s,n) & $fcanon2(t,n)":
eval farDiff2_neg "?msd_fib ~En,s,t $alpert(s) & $alpert(t)

& (~$same(s,t)) & $fcanon2_neg(s,n) & $fcanon2_neg(t,n)":
# both evaluate to TRUE, 9 ms

Thus we have easily verified the correctness of Alpert’s conditions.
Bunder [7] invented a different numeration system for all integers, called the negaFibonacci system.

In this system, we write integers as a sum of distinct Fibonacci numbers with negative indices, subject to
the condition that no two consecutive Fibonacci numbers can be used. Since F−n = (−1)n+1Fn for n ≥ 1,
this is the same as enforcing the requirement in a Fibonacci representation atFt + · · ·+a2F2 +a1F1 with
digits ai ∈ {−1,0,1}, (a) only the terms with odd indices are allowed to be positive and only the terms
with even indices are allowed to be negative and (b) no two consecutive nonzero digits can appear. We
can enforce this condition as follows:

reg bunder1 {-1,0,1} ".*1.(..)*":
reg bunder2 {-1,0,1} ".*[-1](..)*":
reg bunder3 {-1,0,1} ".*((1[-1])|([-1]1)).*":
def bunder "~$bunder1(x) & ~$bunder2(x) & ~$bunder3(x)":

which gives the automaton in Figure 7. We can then check completeness and unambiguity much as

0

0
1-1 2

1

30 4
0-1

0
10

Figure 7: DFA for the Bunder conditions.

we did for Alpert’s system, but there is a new wrinkle: representations have an extra digit at the end,
corresponding to the term a1F1, that must be taken care of. To do this we introduce a “shifter" automaton
that shifts a representation to the right, and a “lastbit" that determines if the last bit of a representation is
1 or 0. The shifter is called rshiftfib and is displayed in Figure 8.

Then Bunder’s representation can be verified to be complete and unambiguous, as follows:

reg lastbit {-1,0,1} {0,1} "([0,0]|[1,0]|[-1,0])*([1,1]|[0,0])":
def fcanon3 "?msd_fib Et,u,m $rshiftfib(x,t) &
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[0,0] 1[-1,0]

2[1,0]
[0,-1]

[-1,-1]

[1,-1]

[0,1]
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Figure 8: Shifter automaton.

$lastbit(x,u) & $fcanon2(t,m) & z=m+u":
def fcanon3_neg "?msd_fib Et,u,m $rshiftfib(x,t) &

$lastbit(x,u) & $fcanon2_neg(t,m) & z=m-u":
eval bunder1_pos "?msd_fib An Es $fcanon3(s,n) & $bunder(s)":
eval bunder1_neg "?msd_fib An Es $fcanon3_neg(s,n) & $bunder(s)":
# both evaluate to TRUE, 1 ms
eval bunder2_pos "?msd_fib ~En,s,t $bunder(s) & $bunder(t)

& (~$same(s,t)) & $fcanon3(s,n) & $fcanon3(t,n)":
eval bunder2_neg "?msd_fib ~En,s,t $bunder(s) & $bunder(t)

& (~$same(s,t)) & $fcanon3_neg(s,n) & $fcanon3_neg(t,n)":
# both evaluate to TRUE, 12 ms

6 Maximum dictionary order representation

In this section we consider an entirely new Fibonacci representation based on dictionary order. We first
introduce how strings are compared in dictionary order. Let s = s1s2 · · ·sm and t = t1t2 · · · tn where m ≤ n
be two strings. Let i such that 1≤ i≤m be the first position where si ̸= ti. If si < ti, then s< t in dictionary
order; otherwise s > t. For example, 1011 < 1100, but 1011 > 1001. If there is no such position i, then
either s = t or s is a proper prefix of t. In this latter case we say s < t. For example, 110 = 110 and
110 < 1100.

Consider a representation of natural numbers by always choosing the largest string representation
in dictionary order for every number. Since every number has a Fibonacci-based representation, the
representation is complete. Since we choose only one Fibonacci-based representation for each number,
the representation is unambiguous. Representations of the first few numbers are given in Table 2.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
(n)D 1 10 11 101 110 111 1010 1100 1101 1110 1111

Table 2: Representations for the first few numbers.

We now show that
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Theorem 7. The set of largest Fibonacci representations in dictionary order forms a regular language.

Proof. The idea is to construct a comparator DFA CD that can take two representations in parallel and
decide if one is greater than the other, in dictionary order.

In order to take two representations in parallel, they would have to be the same length, and therefore
the shorter one would have to be padded with leading zeros to make it the same length as the longer one.
In this case, it is not hard to see that no automaton can do the needed comparison.

However, in our case, we can take advantage of the following fact: two Fibonacci representations for
the same number cannot be of wildly different lengths.

Lemma 8. The lengths of two Fibonacci-based representation strings for the same natural number differ
by one at most (not counting leading zeros).

Proof. Let s and t be two Fibonacci representations for a natural number m. Without loss of generality,
assume that s is longer. Suppose the leading 1 digit of s corresponds to Fi. If s and t differ in length by
more than one, then t is a sum of some Fj’s where j ≤ i−2. Now a classic identity on Fibonacci numbers
states that ∑0≤ j≤n Fj = Fn+2 −1. Using this relation, we conclude that ∑

i−2
j=2 Fj = Fi −2 < Fi. Therefore

s and t do not represent the same number.

Using this fact, it is indeed possible to compare two strings in dictionary order with an automaton.
It is shown in Fig. 9 and takes two inputs in parallel, s′ and t ′. Let s and t be s′ and t ′ without leading

Figure 9: DFA CD for comparing strings in dictionary order.

zeros. The DFA CD accepts if and only if s is greater than t in dictionary order. We have three cases to
consider: |s|> |t|, |s|< |t|, and |s|= |t|. We now discuss how the 8 states of CD relate to these 3 cases.

• State 0 is the initial state.
• State 1 is reached if |s|> |t|; that is, if s′ starts with 1 and t ′ starts with 01.
• State 2 is reached when |s|> |t|, s ends in 1, and based on the inputs so far, t is a proper prefix of

s therefore s > t.
• State 3 is reached when |s|> |t|, s ends in 0, and based on the inputs so far, t is a proper prefix of

s therefore s > t.
• State 4 is reached when |s|< |t| and t ends in 1, and based on the inputs so far, s is a proper prefix

of t therefore s < t.
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• State 5 is reached when |s|< |t| and t ends in 0, and based on the inputs so far, s is a proper prefix
of t therefore s < t.

• State 6 is reached when |s|= |t| and, based on the inputs so far, we have s = t.
• State 7 is one of the accepting states. It is reached when we can identify a position i such that

si > ti . Additional symbols read, starting from this state, cannot change the comparison result.

It is now easy to verify that the transitions maintain the invariants corresponding to each state, and we
leave this to the reader.

Using the comparator automaton, we can build a DFA D that finds the maximum dictionary order
representation for each natural number. The automaton D takes two inputs in parallel: a number n in
Zeckendorf representation and a string s ∈ {0,1}∗; and it only accepts if, out of all Fibonacci-based
representations of n, the string s is the greatest based on dictionary order. We implement D in Walnut as
follows.

def dictOrder "$fcanon(s,n) & (At $fcanon(t,n) => ($dGreater(s,t)|$equal(s,t)))":

Here dictOrder implements the automaton D; fcanon, the automaton C; and dGreater, the automaton
CD. The resulting automaton has 7 states and is depicted in Figure 10.

0

[0,0]
1[1,0]

2

[1,1]

3
[0,1]

4
[0,0]

[1,1]
5[0,1]

[1,1]

[0,0]

6[1,1]
[0,0]

Figure 10: DFA D for converting to dictionary order representation.

7 Finding new perfect systems of small complexity via exhaustive search

We see that a Fibonacci-based representation of natural numbers can be represented by a language over
the binary alphabet {0,1}. If the language is regular, we can express it with a DFA and test its com-
pleteness and unambiguity in Walnut. For example, the Zeckendorf representation can be expressed as
a 3-state DFA and the Brown one, a 4-state DFA. Therefore we were curious about whether there exist
other DFAs with a small number of states that can qualify as complete and unambiguous representations.
We conducted an exhaustive search to find such automata and found a surprising number of them. If
we allow up to 7 states, we found more than 28 new complete and unambiguous representations.3 We
present two interesting examples out of the seven new 6-state representations.

Theorem 9. Let L = 0∗(ε|1|10(ε|0|1)1∗(01+)∗(ε|0)). Then L is complete and unambiguous.

Proof. We use the following Walnut code:

3There could be more as the heuristics we used to trim our search tree can sometimes exclude eligible representations if, for
two numbers m,n where m < n, the representation of m is longer than that of n.
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reg one0sq {0,1} "0*(()|1|10(()|0|1)1*(01+)*(()|0))":
eval one0sqTestC "?msd_fib An Ex $one0sq(x) & $fcanon(x,n)":
eval one0sqTestU "?msd_fib ~En,x,y $one0sq(x) & $one0sq(y)

& (~$equal(x,y)) & $fcanon(x,n) & $fcanon(y,n)":

Both returned TRUE. Here one0sq tests membership in L.

Notice this representation allows 100 at the very beginning but no other consecutive 0’s are allowed.
This restriction on 00 blocks is very similar to Brown’s. In fact, Brown’s can be expressed, in the form
of a regular expression, as

0∗(ε|11∗(01+)∗(ε|0)) = 0∗(ε|1|10(ε|0|1)1∗(01+)∗(ε|0)).
We can imagine that a new representation could be generated for allowing a block of 00 after the

second 1, or the third, or after both the first and third 1, or the first and fourth, etc. This offers another
construction of infinitely many perfect representations.

Theorem 10. Let L be the language accepted by the DFA Z. Then L is complete and unambiguous.

Figure 11: The DFA Z.

Proof. We use the following Walnut code:

eval azTestC "?msd_fib An Ex $az(x) & $fcanon(x,n)":
eval azTestU "?msd_fib ~En,x,y $az(x) & $az(y) & (~$equal(x,y))

& $fcanon(x,n) & $fcanon(y,n)":

Both returned TRUE. Here az tests membership in L.

The strings in L can end with a single 1 or the block 11 or an odd number of 0’s, but not an even
number of 0’s. Additionally, the strings cannot contain the block “11” anywhere but the end. This
restriction on “11” is reminiscent of the Zeckendorf representation.

8 Final remarks

The ideas in this paper can be extended in many different ways. For example, we could consider rep-
resentations in terms of Fibonacci numbers of both positive and negative index with various constraints
[16], or representations in terms of sums of the Lucas numbers [4], or other linear recurrences, such as
the Pell numbers [11] or Tribonacci numbers [8]. The automaton-based approach can be used in all of
these cases.
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